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Abstract : This paper presents effects of thermal spread of the injected electron beam on the 
cyclotron凶Cherenkovand Cherenkov instabilities in a dielectric-Ioaded coaxial waveguide 
immersed in a fi凶teaxial magnetic field.τ'his configuration has been found to be favorable to 
cyclotron-Cherenkov f回eelectron laser. Multistreaming model is applied to obtain the dispersion 
relation， which is numerically solved ωfind growth rates of both instabilities. lnvestigations are 
made into dependences of the growth rates of bot~ instabilities on the energy spread of the beam 
electrons and dependencies of the cyclotron-Cherenkov instability on some parameters. 
1. Introduction 
The cyclotron-Cherenkov free el回:tronl回 er[C・C回 L]is one of promising methods for gen・
er組onofhigh-power coherent microwave radiation. When a linear electron beam is injec旬dintoa 
dielectric-Ioaded slow-wave structure immersed in a fi凶teaxial magnetic field and the phase 
velocity of the electromagnetic wave is less th叩 thebeam velocity， the Chere此:ov組 dcyclotron-
Cherenkov instabilities∞cur(C笛 e，et al.， 1984 ; Case， 1987 ;陥0組 dLin， 1988， 1990 ; Didenko， 
1983). The cyclotron心herenkovins助出tyaris白台omcoupling of the slow electromagnetic wave 
with the slow cyclotron mode on the beam， 
ω= kvo -Q / r (1) 
wherek佃 dω釘ethe wave number and the angular f記quency，Q is the electron cyclotron企equency，
vois血eunperturbed velocity of the beam， and r is the relativistic mass factor， respectively. An 
oscillator or amplifier based on the cyclotron-Cherenkov instability is known as the C-CFEL. In the 
C-CFEL the gain and the oscillation frequency of the microwave radiation depend on the beam 
energy， the be鉱ncu町ent，the axial magnetic field，也edielectric constant of the liner， and transverse 
dimensions of the waveguide. An expe出nentwas done by Didenko et al (1986) on this scheme in 
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cylindrical geometry. The 
electromagnetic wave amplification 
in the C-CFEL was discussed by Cho 
et al. (1992) using kinetic method 
and the effects of the pe中endicular
momentum distribution. on the 
Diel配tric(b孟r:sc) 
cyc1otron-Cherenkov instability. 
In order to explore furtherせle
Metal ( r :sa) 
Fig.lτ'he∞nfi伊rationof dielectric・loaded∞axiaIwaveguide 
possibility of the C-CFEL， 
Kanazawa group has searched dielectric-loaded waveguide configurations with an injected linear 
electron beam in which the growth rate of the cyc1otron-Cherenkov instability is much higher than 
that of the Cherenkov instabili勿andfound such a configuration as shown in Fig.1 (Lee， Y創nashita，
and Masuzaki， 199η. This paper prese凶sresults of a study on the effects of thermal spread of恥
el民tronbeam on both instabilities in白isconfiguration. The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows.τ'he dispersion relation for the dielectric-loaded coaxial waveguides with a cold beam is 
reviewed in section 2. In section 3， a dispersion relation for the same waveguide with a warm beam 
is derived using a mul出treamingmodel (Dawson， 1960; Stix， 1962) and modifying the dispersion 
relation given in section 2. Also calculated results are shown on tbe efl田 tsof thermal spread of the 
beam on the growth rates of both instabilities， and on dependences of the growth rate of the 
cyc1otron-Cherenkov instability on回問問ameters.A summary is given in s叫 on4.
2. Dispersion問lationfor the cold beam case 
百ledispersion relation for the coaxial dielec凶c-loadedwaveguide is derived金omMaxwell's 
equations， the relativistic equation of motion，the continuity equation， and the relativistic 
conservation law of energy.百leconfi思rrationemployed is following; a finite axial magnetic field is 
assumed to be applied， itis assumed that there is no gap between the electron beam and the 
dielectric， and between the beam and the conductor， and that the system is azimuthally symm柑 ic.
In the analysis azimuthally symmetric TM伽 modesare considered. 
Assuming a plane-wave d巴pendenceon axial position z and time t， the TMOn mode field com-
ponents can be written as 
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and 
B=B品 +B仲 。)
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where (1，.， eθ， and I!，ar記th器usua]unjt vectors in cy1indrical coormnates andk岨 dωdenotethe wave 
number and the a恐思larfrequency， respectively. 
τhe e]ectwn velocity四 d1he density can be written， resp峨ctively，as 
i' :;:刊吋九哨ez+[ドv丸叫柑桝r(命肘休(か約rサ) (4) 
n=no+叫ド又Pi(kzω倒)，歩
w叫h附巴
are乃伐 andzcompon闘1tSof the small velocity p号rturbation姐 d is the d岳部 pe抗羽rba出羽，
respectively. 
Lineruizing the relativistic容quationof motion， ihe r思lativisticconservatIon law of号nergy，
the continuity邑qu畠tion，and the Ma.'i:Wel 's equations， inthe beam ，md the dielectric regions， th信
呂泊a]electric field is obtained from the following differ開!ia]equation. 
よま(rま)Ez(r) + (W'2_ WVy3) 
[ ( 抑ω州山zり恥川/比C
J Ez(r) = 
ωι(ω，Z_Qり1'2ー ω;/1'3) 
(6) 
whereω， =w -kvo， Q= eBolmo， whid巾 theeIectron cydotron freque叫んro;= noe勺m内 W版chis 
the beam plasma fr串quency，e isthe magnitude of the e1むctroncharge， mo is th岱electronrest ma詰S，
and y isthe符lativisticfactor， respec世vely.!nth思批呂mregion s = 1，呂.ndin也容diel串ctricr串gion8= 
8， IE being th思dielectricconstant， a11d叫 =0.
I叫帥eamregion p2 < 0 fm伽 slow圃W郁容吋utio払官lesolution伽 ι(r)in帥 re訴on1S 
Ez(r) = Clo(pr) + DKo(pr) 
whむreん(x)組dKlx)a削 hemodified Bessel's [-unctions of伽白岡andth岳部co叫蜘札附併c-
tively，組d
|(w2/c2 _ k2) (ω，2 _ Q2/y2)_ω，2ωvc2YI 
p2= _(ω，2サジy3)1 j 
W1Z(ω，2 _ Q2/y2_ωげ)





伽 boundaryC01l1部伽 = a， r := C 1， the gιneral 
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Other fieldωmp印刷sin the diel即 tdcand the beam re針。nsc叩 beoblmned from fJrle M抑 eH's
equation， 
H-ゲ)一ωpω VrJCY 













明治ere，for the be加盟問gione"" 1， and for th思dielectric
The condit:ions on the beam圃die1ectric
8= eanGω'p=O， 
:o:b) a削 hat伽捌a1蜘 tric
field is continuous on i:he boundanes and that th巴Sllrfacecurrent is equ&l to印 rface
times th号b品aJl:l1口ledispersio且relatlon:i; obtained by compo狙岱nt50f
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F'igur号2sI10ws an of 
curil忠andgrowth rates of both in8他国
biHti回 obtainedfrom th号dispersion1・e1ation.
Fundamenta1 par紅白紙ersare: the b号制nen岳rおrE
ロ0.9 th日beamcurr思ntI" 500 ihe axial 
magnetic fieldBo :0.4 T歩th思dielectdcconstant 
s =: 2， the out釘 1・adiusof the metallkωre a '"10 
mm， the inner radi凶 ofthediel邸 tlic1Iner b = 12 
mmラ開dih思innerradius of the outcr metallic 
c= 13 mm. 
Ther思:suHshown in Fig. 2 shows tl1at the 
growth rate of th思cydotron師Cherenk:ovinstabiト
lS tI1sn that of the Ch思renkov
instabi1ity in this dielectric陶loadedcoa克ial
con白銀01'呂tion.
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Fig.2Di酔路iOI!C祖rve付加dgro明 .hrates (b) of botl 
i盟自tabilitiesfor 1diel切なた四:io対吋 coaxial
w~ve伊kle.
The effect of the themlal spread of th，e b開 mis included using a multistrearning model. I匝nt血he
ml凶lh尚j5説tr問むa泊n湿副E討ingmod巴elt也h岳be皐翻.n湿1i鈎sdiv吋id魯叙di加nt伯ob巴朗a釘z血盟叫1岱etshaving sHghtly d磁:if釘f号鍛r阜I孤1託tv阜eloc:it姐i岳邸呂 畠1抗ldl'Eo 1S
吋 a叫川fμ品(か付仰伽vサ巾Pう抑仰め1巾 ω 
distribution of the :initial beam 
??? ??、 ? ??， ， ，?
? ? ?
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Then， setting !3 "" 1ラEq.(6) is changed to the following思quation，
争最(rま)E付+[1-吋出品(1，)い)¥3]
{(いm…/化払Cト一つ1-OJ~I山いdトんIvJo(ムん~酌叫叫川VA訓かω仲vサψ)/
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The Lorentz:ian velocity distribution such 3.1> 
品:=一一」工
イ(vz- + V~] 
is chos岳nas th巴unperturbeddistribution， where 1l T 1S the mean theロnalvelocity of th昨b回m elec~ 
trons， If 1l T is smal1er than r may be 問 d Yo" [1園か。凶whichl.s a constant during the 




明記integralis c釘riedou~ by closing a contour at Since growing solu姐onsare 
It is a:ssumed thatωhas a positive partヲclosethe contour in the lower ha1f of the complex 
Vz -plan記，and the residue theorem Is used. 
In th巴beamand 1:h時diel忠ctricregions， the axial el印 tricfield is obtai.設住d the sam巴
procedu:re as for th岳coldbea恥問問。 Th居disp母rsionreiation is obtru.n語d subst:ituting relevant 
components of the electromagnetic field in the boundary condH:ions< 
Th母dispe!i"sionr号lat:ionis as foHows; 
互[い同M叫抑w制F判c)N巾l仇伊(臼帥qφo)ト一N川附山刷4担伊糾炉吋c)Jλベ巾州1(担(付q
q [民 φ)一制





















τne growth rat回 ofboth instabili凶器$昌.renumericaHy obtained from the dispersion relation. 
Fi酔問3shows th昏組問tofthe b削 nener邸rspread on the growth rates， th思energ-yspread being 
vari岱das 0，0.1，1， and5 %.日町民1:hefundamental 3J，;: the S8品n思酪for・Fig.2.τn記grow曲
rates of both :instab:iHtics decrease "INith the increase of the beam号nergyspread. 
Depend例lcesof the growth rat母ofthe cydotrorトCher悶umvinstability on the d:ielectric 
constant， the b拍 menerg-y， the b伺 mcurrent， and the axial magnetic fie1d are shown in I芳郎ue4， 5， 
6， and 7，間 theenergy spr記adof the beam e1ectrons being taJωn as a mlJameter・H器re
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Fig. 3 Depel1dence of th己 growtlJ.rates of both 
iIlstabilities 0四tbeellergy spread of beam 
elecrmlS. 
Fig. 4 Depew:lence of the growtl:! ute of the 
cydoto加盟-Cherenkovilstability on tl:!e di-
elec仕icCOl凶器nt.
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Fig. 5 Dependence of the growth rate of the 
cyc10旬ron-Cherenkovinstability on the beam 
curぉnt.
fundamenta1 p紅白netersare the same as for Fig. 
3 except the one under consideration. In the 
Figures filled circles are for L1y I y = 0.1 %， 
filled squares are for L1y I y = 1 %， and filled 
rhombus are for L1y I y = 5 %. From these 
Figures it is found that the growth rate of the 
cyclotron-Cherenkov instability increases with 
the increases of the dielectric constant and the 
beam current， and that it decreases with the 
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Fig. 6 Dependence of the growth rate of the 
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Fig. 7 Dependence of the growt主rateof the 
cyc1otoron・Cherenkovinstability on the axiaI 
magnetic field. 
百lemultistreaming model is applied in order to investigate the effect of the therma1 spread 
of the injected beam energy on the Cherenkov and the cyclotron-Cherenkov instabilities in a dielec-
tric-loaded coaxia1 waveguide immersed in a fi凶teaxia1 magnetic field， and the dispersion relation 
is derived. The growth rates of both instabilities are obtained台omthe dispersion relation. The 
growth rates of the cyclotron-Cherenkov and Cherenkov instabilities d民reaseswith the increase of 
the beam spread. Taking account of the beam energy spread dependences of the growth rate of the 
cyclotron-Cherenkov instability on severa1 parameters have been studied. It increases with the 
decreases of the beam energy and the axia1 magnetic field and with the increases of the beam current 
and the dielectric constant. Also， the oscillation frequency of the cyclotron-αlerenkov instability 
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incr思aseswith the deGrease of the beam e日早rgy2:nd the die1ectric const旦nt且ndwith incre郎容ofthe
註x:ialma立n位ticfiιld. 
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